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This membership is about you and only you

This means that, even if we offer guidance, you

are the only one who can decide what is right for

yourself.

Take this guide as a support that you can

adapt in many ways to fit perfectly with

yourself.

If you want to skip a section, don't feel guilty

for missing something out.

The important thing here is to connect with

your inner voice, to learn how to listen to it

and to build a routine around it.

The moon cycle is an indicator that helps us

manage our rhythm between action and

nurturing. But the key indicator is what you

feel.

Don't forget that if you need, you have a

private community on facebook that is here to

help you.

I wish you a beautiful moment with your

sweet self.

Yoga illustrators.
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December
Get inspired with our monthly art. 



RELEASE
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December

SLOW DOWN

Together is a

wonderful

place to be.

1
waning crescent

BREATHE

4

SELF-LOVE

new moon

TRUST

5

MANIFEST

waxing 
crescent

ADJUST

REFRAME

12
SHOW UP

DON'T GIVE UP

18

NOURISH

YOURSELF

20

BLOSSOM

27
last quarter

10
first quarter

waxing 
gibbous

REVIEW

full moon

waning 
gibbous



VENUS GOES RETROGRADE IN
CAPRICORN
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Major cosmic
events

01NEPTUNE GOES DIRECT
IN PISCES

04 NEW MOON SOLAR
ECLIPSE IN SAGITTARIUS

13MARS ENTERS
SAGITTARIUS

13MERCURY ENTERS
CAPRICORN

18FULL MOON IN GEMINI

19
19CHIRON GOES DIRECT IN ARIES

21 SUN ENTERS CAPRICORN/WINTER
SOLSTICE

28 JUPITER ENTERS PISCES
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December starts off with a bang! On the 1st,

Neptune directs in Pisces. What this means

for us is a clearing in the fog. A light in

tunnel. If we have been struggling with

something, this day will be the day to look

for that light, that clearing. The opportunity

will be there and we would be a fool not to

take it. 

December 4th is our New Moon in

Sagittarius- with a twist! It will be

accompanied by a Solar Eclipse. This

eclipse will tie directly in with this shift of

energy December brings.  We will use this

time to carve our new paths for ourselves,

close old chapters or continue the goals we

have. 

We can also harness this special time to

figure out something new for ourselves.

Have we felt stagnant this year?  Our chance  

to change the course of our lives begins

here. 

Fun Fact: New Years' Resolutions are 

 rooted in this solar eclipse from our

ancient, pagan days. In summation, this

eclipse brings about that News Years

Resolution energy we all feel this time of

year where we crave a change!

On the 13th, we get a double dose of

astrological goodness! Mars enters

Sagittarius and Mercury enters Capricorn.

Our closest plants are always moving &

shaking things up! 

Monthly insight
Closing the chapter, inspiringly. 

Welcome Moon Yogi! Here we are again,

saying goodbye to yet  another year. It's

true. "The years start coming & they don't

stop coming." Yes, we just quoted

Smashmouth with clear gratitude for the

years we've been given!

This December will be full of closing loose

ends, thinking of new adventures and

considering making new chapters in our

lives- astrologically speaking. Spiritually,

our guides are excited for a fresh breath

and will have your back carving new

adventures. Virtually, we at Yoga

Illustrators will help you realize your path. 
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We can expect to go wild when Mars

enters Sagittarius. We will have all kinds

of inspo for our lives. We will be filled

with ideas and thoughts about how we

want our lives to be.

Channel that inspiration into a Pinterest

board or even a physical inspo board!

Painting, poetry, yoga. Whatever

channeling tool works for you! 

When Mercury enters Capricorn, we will

stand back from our boards and take it

all in. We can expect to fall out of the

inspo high, and get our heads back on

earth. We will use this time to eliminate

unnecessary  inspiration. Basically, we

get really real with ourselves. It's nice to

dream, but reality will always win. We

will make our goals, inspirations,

challenges more practical. 

These events tie in with the end of the

year as well. If we didn't have any idea

what life moves we wanted to make

during the eclipse, we will have some

direction now. 

Our Full Moon of the month comes on

December 18th and she will hang with

Gemini during her reign.  We can expect

to see the fruits of our labor from the

last lunar cycle and we can expect to

finalize our plans for the next year. 

We will utilize this time to finish the final

draft of our lives for the year.  

Finish that book series, sign up for those

classes, start a budget for moving into

that new space! Shift  your perspective.

Take. Care. Of. Business!!

After we've taken care of that business

we are hit with a Retrograde! yes,

another retrograde.  Life's fun isn't it?!

On the 19th, Venus begins her

retrograde in Capricorn. If we haven't

healed recent wounds, they will bleed

again. And this might cause us some

anxiety. 

We can expect to speak our minds.

Example: If our partner isn't shouldering

some of the load- we will speak on it. 

Frustrations, annoyances, all the little

things will come to a head. Don't fall

back into past behaviors. Venus is the

planet associated with love and to love

means loving ourselves first. 

Toxic behaviors from others will not be

tolerated either. But more importantly it

will not be tolerated from within

ourselves. 

Toxicity within ourselves isn't

spotlighted as much as another's

toxicity. We are only human. We will use

this retrograde to check ourselves,

before we wreck our spiritual paths! 
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Another dose of double astrological

goodness happens on the 19th as well,

Chiron goes direct in Aries. 

Chiron, discovered in 1977 & located

between Uranus and Saturn, is the

infamous asteroid known as "the

Wounded Healer," and a catalyst for

personal growth. Chiron is responsible

for spiritual wounds, the incapacity to

move forward, traumas, the situations

where we feel vulnerable and unable to

help ourselves.

What does this mean for us? This is

another opportunity to close the 2021

book and make room for new

adventures in 2022! Are we seeing the

themes for this month yet?! 

At the same time, Chiron helps us

realize these traumas have made us who

we are and have given us the experience

and energy to guide and  heal others. 

In the simplest terms: create beauty from

our traumas.

December 21st, our life giving Sun

enters the zodiac sign of Capricorn. This

zodiac sign will be a staple in our end-

of- the year bag. 

Capricorn is strong and resilient. Old

habits and behaviors have a way of

slipping back in when we are trying to

change ourselves. 

Just like the sea-goat, we will need to

headbutt these somewhat unattractive

habits or behaviors out the door. They

will no longer serve us in 2022. They

may have been prudent to our survival

then, but are no longer needed now. 

December 21st is also the first day of

winter, or the Winter Solstice and the

turning point in Mother Earth's season.

The days will begin to get longer and

warmer. 

From a spiritual perspective, the Winter

Solstice is a time to celebrate the

rebirth of life in all forms. Leaves will

begin to bud. Animals begin spawning

rituals. Life is about to flourish again!

Our hope starts to bloom. We can begin

raising that hopeful energy again  on the

Winter Solstice. 

Our last astrological highlight of the

year is on December 28th when Jupiter

will enter Pisces.

We can end the year by focusing on the

soul, the subconscious mind, the past,

letting go of baggage, taking time to

work alone, and tending to spiritual

needs. We can step in 2022 with a

healthier mindset and a clear focus on

what to do with the wonderful lives that

has be given to each and every one of

us. 

To each and every one of our Moon

Yogis, we wish you a healthy and happy

2022!
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My notes

December Tarot Reading
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What was your favorite thing you did in November? 

Your month ahead

When did you feel the most light and free?
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What did you accomplish last month?

What’s something you want to do but you’re afraid?

Bringing it all together, what are your intentions and goals for
December?
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Write down ONE big goal in your personal life and ONE big
goal in your professional life. We will follow the principles of

SMART goals to make them achievable.

Plan your goals

HOW WILL YOU
MEASURE IT

LIST THE 
ACTIONS NEEDED DEADLINEGOALS: BE SPECIFIC &

REALISTIC

S
SPECIFIC

M
MEASURABLE

A
ACTION-ORIENTED

R
REALISTIC

T
TIME-BASED
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Plan your month according to the moon phases.

December Moon Phases

W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance

W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance
1

N E W  M O O N

Take some time by yourself and set your intentions
4
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W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance

W A X I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance
5

W A X I N G  G I B B O U S

Review and check everything off your to-do list 
12
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W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance

F U L L  M O O N

Connect with your emotions & release the tensions
18

W A N I N G  G I B B O U S

Release your energy and connect with your soul
20


